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FOREWORD 
 
This document is a guide to the usage of Radiotherapy Cost Estimator (RTE). While in this document 
we deal with a description of input and output sheets, the calculation sheets (where the models are 
implemented) are described in separate documents – see more detailed description in Appendices 1. 
and 2. 
This version of RTE supports cost calculation for both brachytherapy and teletherapy treatment pro-
jects. The RTE may also be used when optimizing the effectiveness of the radiotherapy department 
operation. At present, the RTE has the form of a large Excel file with a lot of linked sheets and quite 
complicated structure. Basically, it consists of input sheets, calculation sheets and output sheets. The 
estimator is based on detailed modeling of both therapies and installations necessary for the treatment 
praxis. The methodology used is referred as Activity-Based Costing and for both therapies two sepa-
rate models were created. 
The estimator takes in data on  

− personnel salaries and working arrangement, 
− treatment protocols and 
− building and equipment costs 

and provides an overview of 
− personnel and equipment utilization,  
− costs to establish and to operate the radiotherapy center,  
− costs per treatment type and   
− departmental costs. 

In case of brachytherapy only HDR is presented as this modality has proved to be cost effective. 
Last but not least is the multi currency feature which enables to input cost items for several purchase 
groups independently in different currencies. Except “Local currency” and “Results currency” there 
are 7 purchase groups available (6 used) for brachytherapy and 12 (9 used) for teletherapy.  
The distribution of RTE is accomplished either using CD-ROM or it may be offered on IAEA web 
pages as a file to download. At present, RTE is a Microsoft Excel 2000 Application and so that it re-
quires only a common office PC with usual provisions.  
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1. Introduction to the use of RTE 
The RTE requires Microsoft Excel Application (version 2000 or higher) installed on your PC. If you 
want to start with RTE you have to open the delivered file named RTE.xlt in the Excel Application. 
The file RTE.xlt is an Excel template and will generate particular case files for the cost analysis. 
After the file is opened the user is faced with a Main sheet of the RTE – see Fig.1 below. The good 
practice is to have a convenient name prepared for this case in advance and immediately after opening 
to Save As… the file under the prepared name. 
 

 
Fig. 1: The Main sheet– a control center of RTE 

 
The Main sheet is divided into four areas. The highest one is the RTE heading – a space for a short 
Section and Agency promotion and the RTE version identification in the form of a date stamp. In the 
space below, the country selected for the cost evaluation (together with its currency, corresponding 
exchange rate and date of validity) is displayed for the user convenience. 
The remaining space is occupied by two very similar groups of buttons. One group is devoted to the 
brachytherapy the other one to the teletherapy. Each group consists of two columns – the buttons in 
the left column activate various input sheets (forms); the buttons in the right column activate several 
output sheets (reports).  
IMPORTANT NOTE: Unlike in usual program codes where at the beginning no input values are 
given, this Excel application – RTE.xlt – comes with all input variables set to default values. This 
default case should be considered as a demonstration of RTE. The user himself or herself is then 
responsible to go thoroughly through all the input sheets and to set all input variables to proper 
values. First after this check the user may expect to receive correct results. 
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2. General Description of Input and Output Sheets 
This application has some specific features by it Excel nature. Generally, the user is able to change 
some parameters of the radiotherapy department model and immediately he or she has the possibility 
to see and/or print the results like in other programs or applications. However there are few important 
features the user should realize before he starts with a real work 

− New cases comes with default values, 
− No mandatory input is required automatically, 
− Navigation is accomplished through buttons placed on sheets, 
− Certain security degree is maintained through sheet and cell protection, but the user is 

responsible to keep clean working habits. 
Sheets where input data may be entered or parameters may be changes are called input sheets. 
The output sheets are prepared as reports and are ready to be printed by a usual Excel way. Output 
sheet design claims to arrange the displayed information on one A4 page and is optimized for black 
and white printing. 

2.1. Input sheets 
Both brachytherapy and teletherapy inputs sheets are organized the same way. The “Personnel” and 
“Working Time” sheets (see Figs 3 and 4 below) even define the salaries and basic working time ar-
rangements to both therapies in common. As a consequence the same salaries (INPUT FOR 
SALARIES IS ALWAYS DONE IN LOCAL CURRENCY) and working hours are used for both 
RTE parts and cannot be set separately. However, for the user’s convenience, the corresponding acti-
vation buttons are doubled and placed in both brachy- and teletherapy button areas. 
 

 
Fig. 3: The Personnel sheet 
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Fig. 4: The Working Time sheet 

The remaining input sheets – for Currencies, Protocols, Building and Equipment – are different for 
each therapy. Therefore they are described separately in the next chapters. 
You could notice that there were “Finish” buttons in the lower right hand corner of previous two fig-
ures (Fig.3 and Fig.4). These buttons activate the Main Sheet back. On each of input and output sheets 
there are one or more such buttons. This enables to the user to return comfortably to the control center 
and continue with a case. A normal working pattern starts with a systematic visit of all input sheets 
with a careful check and/or setting of all input variables. Then the first study of results takes place. It 
only depends on the user decision and/or the task assigned how many times each of input and output 
sheets will be visited. The user ends the session with closing the case document (Excel file) either with 
saving or rejecting his or her effort.  
The input sheets contain input cells with labels which are easy to understand. Currency inputs are im-
mediately converted to US dollars (internal currency used for calculation on sheets which are usually 
not visible by the user) and displayed left to the input cell – more or less for user convenience. In line 
with the legend (Fig. 2), the input fields are presented as black bold text on white background; the 
corresponding labels are usually placed left on the light green background; the unit used for input is 
placed right on the same light green background. On the input sheets there are some informative val-
ues (usually results of simple straightforward calculations) also placed and they are provided with 
labels left (with the same light green background). The input is organized into tables with headings on 
the yellow background. 
When the input field is a combo box e.g.  , a list of predefined values is pulled 
down if you click on the arrow on the right side of the input box. Then the user may select from this 
list e.g.  
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This feature is used for Currency Setting sheet and for Brachytherapy Protocol sheet. Naturally, the 
user can type his or her preferred value in the input box. The listed values might be considered as a 
definition of recommended range of input. 
 

2.2. Output Sheets 
The output sheets were prepared as reports and are ready to be printed by a usual Excel way. Output 
sheet design claims to arrange the displayed information on one A4 page and is optimized for black 
and white printing. Each output sheet is presented by a heading containing following information: 

- the country and the currency, 
- the number of patients and 
- specificities of the radiation treatments. 

This heading uses italics and less prominent design with the aim not to attract the user’s attention but 
to serve as a reminder of most important input values.  
The output sheets also contain some portion of illustrative graphics.  
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3. Multi Currency Tool 
The RTE enables using multiple currencies for several purchase groups and select other currency for 
results. However, the selection is restricted in a following reasonable way. The tool uses three basic 
currencies: 

- local currency 
- US dollars 
- Euro currency 

The local currency is defined by selecting the Country for Cost Evaluation. There are data of around 
200 countries prepared and stored in the RTE with theirs currencies, conversion rates and update 
dates.  
After selecting local currency the user may set different currencies for several purchase groups inde-
pendently. These groups are listed on Currency Settings sheets for each therapy later on in this docu-
ment. Each of these groups might be assigned one of the three basic currencies listed above.  
At the end the user selects the results currency (also from the three basic currencies) which is then 
used on output (report) sheets. The user can change the results currency whenever he wishes. The 
change of currency unit used for input values requires however more attention and repeated typing of 
the input value expressed in the new currency (with the change of the currency no automatic conver-
sion is made). 

3.1. Update Currency Dialogue 
The data of those ~ 200 countries are mostly based on information source from the year 2002. Because 
the world and the currency conversion rates especially change, the user has the tool to program the 
RTE to be up-to-date. 
The user can update any of these items using “Update currency” button. This button activates the form 
presented below. 

 
Fig. 5: Update Currency Form 

 
Note: This form is suitable mainly for selective changes of a small number of currencies. Massive 
changes should be done by the developer or very experienced user directly into innards of the RTE 
Excel file. A deletion and/or an addition of a country are not supported through the above form. This 
might be done easily on the hidden sheet by a knowledgeable user. 
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4. Brachytherapy 

4.1. Input sheets for Brachytherapy 
The “input” buttons Personnel and Working Time are common for both brachytherapy and teletherapy 
and were already described in Chapter 2. The remaining input sheets deal with Currency Settings, 
Protocols and Building and Equipment input sheets. 

4.1.1. Currency Setting Sheet for Brachytherapy  
This input sheet enables setting different currencies to six purchase groups – see Fig.6 below. 
 

 
Fig. 6: Currency Setting sheet for Brachytherapy 
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4.1.2. Protocols Sheet for Brachytherapy  
This input sheet supports setting of Brachytherapy protocol and the controls (buttons, framed input 
cells, combo boxes) are arranged on three screens (pages).  
On the first screen (Fig. 7) the data relevant to HDR technology are placed. The user can stipulate the 
applicator geometry: either Fixed or Variable. The applicator input area is divided into three “geome-
try” fields – the middle one is for Fixed Geometry, the right one for Variable Geometry. The first ge-
ometry field is a switchboard from where the input data on selected geometry are forwarded to further 
calculations. The input data are applicator cost and time for total procedure. 
 

 
Fig. 7: First screen of brachytherapy protocol 

 
The selection is carried out by the combo box in the left field. Moreover, the selected geometry is em-
phasized by lightening the red label Selected in the respective geometry field. 
 
Recommended values for input variables in this screen are for 

− Take delivery of Ir source   1 or 2 days, 
− Interval for replacing sources    3 or 4 months. 

Time for total procedure for 
− fixed geometry    { 0.2;0.3;0.4;0.5;0.6;0.7;0.8;0.9;1 } hours, 
− variable geometry  { 0.5;0.75;1;1.25;1.5;1.75;2;2.25;2.5 } hours. 

Fraction number may be selected for the three categories from 
− Many  { 4, 5; 6; 7; 8}, 
− Standard        3, 
− Few  { 1, 2}. 
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On the second screen (Fig. 8) the data relevant to HDR Mix are placed. 
 

 
Fig. 8: Third screen of brachytherapy protocol 

On the second screen (Fig. 8) the definition of HDR Mixed bag is performed. First the three additional 
treatment products to the three Cervix treatment schemes are described by means of applicator cost, 
procedure time and number of fractions. 
Recommended values for input variables in this screen are for 

− Time for total procedure in case of 
− Oesophagus   { 0.25; 0.5; 0.75; 1} hours, 
− Bronchus  { 0.25; 0.5; 0.75; 1} hours, 
− Nasopharynx { 0.25; 0.5; 0.75; 1; 1.25; 1.5} hours, 

 
− Number of fractions in case of 
− Oesophagus   { 2; 3; 4; 5} hours, 
− Bronchus  { 1 } hours, 
− Nasopharynx { 2; 3; 4; 5; 6} hours. 

 

4.1.3. Building & Equipment Sheet for Brachytherapy 
The definition of building and equipment cost items requires also two screens.  
On the first screen the investment cost, lifetime of the equipment, maintenance cost and supplies for 
HDR technology are to be inserted. The maintenance costs are defined either by percent of investment 
or by a directly entered maintenance cost. This direct cost input overrides the cost given by percent-
age. INPUT FOR BUILDING COSTS IS ALWAYS DONE IN LOCAL CURRENCY. 
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Fig. 9: First screen of building and equipment cost items for brachytherapy  

 
Close on the right from Brachytherapy room/suite label there is a button Show Pla n . This Plan 
switches an example of the Brachytherapy room so that the user can learn about basic arrangement of 
the treatment surroundings. If already existing, the real plan can be inserted in the sheet corresponding 
to the suite plan. 
On the second screen input data relevant to three additional treatment products are presented. The 
applicator cost has already been inserted on the third Protocols screen (however little bit illogically). 
The maintenance cost input uses the same pattern as above the Cervix HDR. 
 

 
Fig. 10: Second screen of building and equipment cost items for brachytherapy  
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4.2. Output sheets for Brachytherapy 
The Brachytherapy part of RTE does a cost calculation for a given mixed bag  of brachytherapy treat-
ment products. The cost calculation estimates the cost of establishing and operating a radiotherapy 
center.  
 

4.2.1. HDR Mixed Bag 
The HDR Mixed Bag is a collection of treatments (treatment kinds) of different cancer kinds by means 
of HDR Brachytherapy. Technically, in the model used here, these “treatment kinds” differ in number 
of fractions, applicator used and a variety of specialists required to perform the prescribed treatment 
procedure. For the sake of cost estimate these treatments are categorized into 6 typical treatment 
groups 

− Cervix Few Fractions, 
− Cervix Standard Fractions, 
− Cervix Many Fractions, 
− Oesophagus, 
− Bronchus and 
− Nasopharynx. 

Each of the treatment groups has several parameters to adjust according practice of a particular radio-
therapy department – e.g. time for single procedure or cost of a particular applicator. Full scope of this 
adjustment is obvious from input sheets. Most important input parameters are repeated at the heading 
of each output sheet. 
The model of Brachytherapy department used in this RTE version doesn’t take the overhead activities 
of personnel into account. This is one of the reasons why this model is less complicated than that one 
used for Teletherapy.  As a consequence personal utilization is presented only without departmental or 
full overhead. 
There are two reports on the HDR Mixed Bag prepared for the user 

− Costing Summary and  
− Costing Overview 

in this version of Radiotherapy Cost Estimator. Both reports are printable in black and white and each 
uses fully the A4 page. 
Costing Summary presents total capital and total operating costs including theirs basic constituents. 
Structure of both costs is illustrated by two corresponding pie graphs. At the end this report lists costs 
of treatment per patient for each of HDR Mixed Bag groups. 
Costing Overview is a comprehensive report giving the costing details to the user. The arrangement 
of the overview is tailored to be analogical with that used for Teletherapy outputs (four pages long) 
but it fits on one single A4 page. The report starts with information on utilization of personnel and 
equipment. Then the breakdown of capital and operating costs is presented in details. As a last report 
item, the table Product Costs shows the breakdown of individual product group costing. 
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5. Teletherapy 

5.1. Input sheets for Teletherapy 
The “input” buttons Personnel and Working Time are common for both brachytherapy and teletherapy 
and were already described in Chapter 2. The remaining input sheets deal with Currency Settings, 
Protocols and Building and Equipment input sheets. 

5.1.1. Currency Setting Sheet for Brachytherapy  
This input sheet enables setting different currencies to six purchase groups – see Fig.14 below. 
 

 
Fig. 11: Currency Setting sheet for teletherapy 
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5.1.2. Protocols Sheet for Teletherapy  
This input sheet supports setting of Teletherapy protocols.  Following three variables may be directly 
typed in (please see  

− Number of patients anticipated 
− Definition of distribution of the above patient number into there different treatment 

schedules made by an input of percent value of the first two quantities. The third one is 
then calculated as the remainder to 100%.  

Please note that the direct input is typed black in bold on the white background framed by black thick 
line; the calculated number is on the light green background and not bold. On this sheet there are also 
many cells with blue background. The quite interesting data contained here are second level inputs 
which might be set up by an experienced user from innards of the RTE. 
 

 
Fig. 12: Details of teletherapy protocol 

Building & Equipment Sheet for Teletherapy 
The definition of building and equipment cost items requires four screens.  
On the first screen the building cost of patient service area, bunkers for treatment equipment and 
rooms for additional necessary equipment are to be inserted as a direct (first level) input. The size of 
these rooms is second level input and is shown on Fig. 13. INPUT FOR BUILDING COSTS IS 
ALWAYS DONE IN LOCAL CURRENCY.  
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Fig. 13: First screen of building and equipment cost items for teletherapy 

 
On the input screen there is one separate column for each room. In the second row there are 
seven Show Pla n  buttons prepared to switch to an example of the respective room plan so that the user 
can learn about basic arrangement of the treatment surroundings. If already existing, the real plans can 
be inserted in the corresponding sheets. 
 
 
The second screen enables to enter the equipment cost of particular appliances and components, the 
maintenance and upgrade costs.  
 

 
Fig. 14: Second screen of building and equipment cost items for teletherapy 

 
The default setting of maintenance and upgrade costs is done as a percent from purchase cost. This 
percent value is a second level input and might be overridden by a direct input of amount given as a 
number. If this first level input remains empty the percent value is taken. 
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On the third and fourth screen input data relevant to additional equipment items are presented.  
 

 
Fig. 15: Third screen of building and equipment cost items for teletherapy 

 
 

 
Fig. 16: Fourth screen of building and equipment cost items for teletherapy 
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5.2. Output sheets for Teletherapy 
The output of the Teletherapy part consists of four printable black and white A4 page. On each of 
these output sheets there is a table annotating the case by a set of important input parameters. 
 

 
 
 

5.2.1. 1st output sheet: Productivity / Utilization  
This output sheet shows the utilization of the different personnel and equipment types including the 
number of FTE required for the particular profession. 
 

5.2.2. 2nd output sheet: Total Capital Cost (costs to establish)  
This output sheet defines all the capital investments (i.e. buildings and equipment) that have to be 
made if one wants to start up a new teletherapy department. Grossly, these data are as follows 

− buildings, 
− equipment.  

For each type of equipment the net unit cost, the additional items, total unit cost, number of units, total 
cost are specified. The dosimetry equipment, the film developer and the cobalt source are also men-
tioned. At the end the total equipment costs and the total capital cost are presented. The sheet ends 
with the ‘pie’ graph showing the division between equipment and building costs. 
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5.2.3. 3rd output sheet: Operating Costs (costs to operate)  
This output sheet defines the costs consumed annually to operate a teletherapy department in the fol-
lowing arrangement 

− first the personnel costs (annual salaries) including the number of FTE per type of per-
sonnel are mentioned, 

− then the building costs and the equipment costs are presented  with following items per 
type of equipment 
− the number of units, 
− the amortization per year for each type of machine and for its additional equipment, 
− the yearly maintenance cost and 
− the annual cost related to upgrades,  
− total costs, 

− then the dosimetry equipment and the film developer (each with amortization per year 
and calibration/maintenance) are presented and  

− finally there is the Cobalt source of which the amortization is mentioned. 
The summation of these operating costs then comes in a last table. The ‘pie’ graph illustrates the struc-
ture of this costs including the personnel cost. 
 

5.2.4. 4th output sheet: Product Costs  
This output sheet shows the tabulated costs per treatment type (short, intermediate and long fractiona-
tion), each time specifying the cost related to: 

− personnel (with in- and exclusive departmental overhead),  
− buildings,  
− equipment. 

These cost data per treatment type are illustrated in two bar graphs (with in- and exclusive departmen-
tal overhead). 
The importance of the different items within 

− personnel cost per type of treatment (with in- and exclusive departmental overhead), 
− capital cost per type of treatment: cost of treatment machines, simulator, TPS and 

mould, each time adding equipment and building costs is also demonstrated. 
Finally, the total departmental costs and the average treatment cost are shown (with in- and exclusive 
departmental overhead). 
 


